








The BCA is an undergraduate three year program where students are exposed to various areas of computer applications including the latest

development keeping pace with the industry. India is fast turning into IT hub. Keeping this scenario in mind, the BCA course has been designed

with equal focus on computer principles as well management laws, to cater the exact needs of the industry. BCA is a three year Bachelor degree 

awarded to a student after the completion of the course.

B.Sc in Biotechnology is a three year full time course that draws upon the disciplines of Biochemistry, Microbiology, 
Genetics and Biochemical Engineering to make possible the creation of products and services from biological organisms. 
The Program gives Knowledge and Skills in the Science and Business of Biotechnology.  
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To encourage and motivate the renowned educationists including the 

owners, promoters, principals and others to provide quality education to 

the young students in Agra, Uttam Group took the initiative to 

acknowledge and appreciate their efforts in a lavish ceremony and 

felicitate them through Uttam Shiksha Ratna award, to be bestowed by 

notable Bollywood celebrity actress Ameesha Patel .



Uttam Institute organized a Uttam Management 
Conclave with the theme of ‘How to Make a 
Brand’ with the aim to motivate the businesses of 
Agra. This conclave was participated by all 
leading entrepreneurs across sectors from Agra 
with Mr. Mohinder Malik, Director-Oppo Mobile, 
India as being the Chief-guest, and the world 
famous Ad-Guru Mr. Prahlad Kakkar, being the 
keynote speaker.



In another event of its kind, Uttam Institute organized Uttam 
School Konnect, a program aiming to identify, nourish and 
motivate the young talent of different schools in Agra and make 
them showcase it in the categories of singing, dancing, rock-
band, etc. through various performance-rounds followed by
the Grand Finale, wherein the main attraction was the famous 
youth-icon of the country Jass Manak, who rocked the stage with 
the winners of the final round of this talent hunt program. 











India’s First Ever Campus Entrepreneurship Fair
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